
Temenos Cloud is the 
trusted SaaS in banking 
providing instant access 
to the most extensive 
set of composable 
banking services. 
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Temenos Cloud is the trusted SaaS to deliver the 
stringent requirements of the financial services 
industry and provides access to a leading breadth 
& depth of banking capabilities to compose 
exceptional experiences. 

Build for change
The Temenos Cloud enables any financial services provider 
to compose banking services to drive new revenue streams, 
Banking-as-a-Service, embedded finance, and digital 
transformations, ranging from greenfield initiatives to an entire 
core modernization.

Leverage Software-as-a-Service
Leverage continually updated Temenos SaaS services. 
Drive down TCO, organization complexity and operational risk 
by relieving your teams of the management, maintenance, 
investments and focus of running and changing legacy 
technology on-premises.

Secure, compliant, and trustworthy
Cloud computing for banks comes with a highly regulated 
environment. Since the launch of the first SaaS client in 
2011, Temenos is dedicated to investing in the required 
controls, certifications, accreditations, support services, 
security and assists banks in navigating in highly complex 
regulatory environments. 

Innovate today on the 
Temenos Cloud:
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Agility and time-to-market

Open banking requires banks to connect fast and
seamlessly with ecosystem partners, where they
provide the agility to scale on demand, enable rapid
product launches, and deploy with a click of a button.

Continuous updates

Avoid manually installing updates and patches. Review
and accept application updates and patches from
Temenos Cloud. Temenos offers automated updates
to easily access evolving capabilities and platform
features.

Back office processing

Temenos Cloud for Origination and Collections Suites
includes automated processing of batch processes 
(e.g. daily import). 

Temenos Support provides monitoring of process
failures and works with your financial institution and
cloud operations to mitigate and resolve incidents. 

Temenos Exchange

Easily integrate with third-party technologies using
certified connectors or a robust API.

Our strong integration points and open technology
saves you time and money by reducing system
toggling and other manual processes.

Temenos Cloud Benefits

Scale and resilience

Optimized performance with scalability embedded
into the platform. 

Provided with 99.9% availability and active/passive
resiliency plan. 

Disaster recovery testing performed annually.

Enhanced Product Support

Expedite the resolution of product support cases 
by eliminating the need to involve your internal IT
organization in supporting troubleshooting.  

Maintain a single relationship with Temenos for
software and cloud hosting services. 

Proven, trusted & certified

Aligned with industry standards and regulation,
Temenos is certified for ISO/IEC 27001, 27017, 27018
and SOC 1, 2, 3 reports are available.
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Seize the opportunity
To learn more about how Temenos Cloud can optimize your 
capabilities, contact us at sales@temenos.com or visit temenos.com

temenos.com

About Temenos
Temenos (SIX: TEMN) is the world’s leading open platform for composable 
banking, creating opportunities for over 1.2 billion people around the world 
every day. We serve over 3000 banks from the largest to challengers and 
community banks in 150+ countries by helping them build new banking 
services and state-of-the-art customer experiences. The Temenos 
open platform helps our top-performing clients achieve return on equity 
three times the industry average and cost-to-income ratios half the 
industry average. 

For more information, visit www.temenos.com

Temenos Cloud.
Deliver agile and trusted 
financial services today.  

mailto:sales@temenos.com
https://www.temenos.com/temenos-banking-cloud/
http://www.temenos.com

